We present an electron holography technique to acquire an interferogram, that is, cosine image of phase distribution. The interferogram is constructed by shifting the specimen in one direction with a stage-scanning system and acquiring line intensities of holograms. Taking line intensities eliminates the carrier fringes in the holograms and yields the interferogram. Under phase object approximation, the object phase can be readily obtained from the interferogram without any reconstruction procedure. The spatial resolution of phase is determined independently of the fringe spacing, overcoming the limitation of conventional techniques based on the Fourier transformation method.
Introduction
Among many transmission electron microscopy (TEM) techniques, electron holography allows to retrieve the phase of electron wave, which is lost with most other imaging techniques [1] [2] [3] . An electron hologram can be reconstructed by the Fourier transformation method [4] , in which the electron hologram is Fourier transformed, and then its selected sideband is inversely Fourier transformed. However, the spatial resolution of the reconstructed phase image is limited by the fringe spacing of the hologram [5] [6] [7] , and is typically two or three times lower than the fringe spacing [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . This is because the center band and sidebands are mixed in the reconstruction procedure if the carrier frequency is lower than the spatial frequency of the amplitude and phase of objects. However, if a high spatial carrier frequency is introduced to improve the resolution, a decrease in the fringe contrast will reduce the signal-to-noise ratio.
In this paper, we propose a technique to directly acquire an interferogram, that is, cosine image of phase, by moving the specimen and recording line intensities in the holograms at different object positions. The resultant image becomes an interferogram that provides the phase distribution under phase object approximation. Even for a non-phase object, a procedure similar to the phase-shifting reconstruction technique [6, 13] can be applied to retrieve the phase and amplitude with high precision. Figure 1 shows the electron optics and instruments used in this technique. A collimated electron beam illuminates the specimen which is positioned to cover half the field of view. An interference pattern or a hologram is produced by the application of voltage to the biprism located below the specimen with half of the electron wave passing through the vacuum as the reference wave and the other half of the electron wave passing through the specimen as the object wave. The specimen is moved along the direction indicated by the double-headed arrow in Fig. 1 by a stage-scanning system, which comprises a specially designed TEM specimen holder equipped with a piezo-driven specimen stage, as well as a power supply and control software [14, 15] . In this technique, line intensities of a hologram are acquired with a CCD in a fixed electron-optics configuration.
When the biprism is aligned to the y direction, the hologram is formed as a result of the interference between the object wave F o and the reference wave F r ; which are given by w 0 ðx À nDx; yÞ exp½ihðx À nDx; yÞ ð1Þ
Here x and y are coordinates in the hologram, w 0 is amplitude, η is phase, Dx is the scan step width of the specimen movement in the x direction, n is the step number, λ is the electron wavelength , i is the imaginary unit and the reference wave is tilted by an angle α relative to the object wave. The hologram intensity is expressed by 4Iðn; x; yÞ ¼jw 0 ðx À nDx; yÞj 2 þ 1 þ 2w 0 ðx À nDx; yÞ
Here m refers to the fringe spacing, which corresponds to l/a: Assuming that line intensities in each hologram are captured at x = 0 in the hologram plane, as schematically shown in Fig. 2a , the line intensities along the y-axis in the hologram with nth 
After the specimen scan is complete, Eq. (4) can be viewed as the interferogram in the ðÀnDx; yÞ plane, in which the carrier fringe no longer exists, as schematically shown in Fig. 2b . Under phase object approximation, where the amplitude change is negligible, we can replace the amplitude w 0 ðÀnDx; yÞ with 1 and obtain the phase hðÀnDx; yÞ as hðÀnDx; yÞ ¼ cos À1 ð2Pðn; yÞ À 1Þ:
As the line intensities in each hologram along a fixed line x = 0 are recorded during the scan, the phase of this line can be obtained from Eq. (5) under phase object approximation, and the phase image can be easily reconstructed with a computer. This procedure does not use Fourier transformation, and therefore its spatial resolution is only limited by the scan step width and microscope resolution, not by the fringe spacing. For a non-phase object in which the amplitude change is not negligible, the reconstruction procedure for the phase-shifting holography [6, 13] can be applied with a modification.
In phase-shifting holography, a number of holograms with different initial phases are acquired by slightly changing the angle of the incident electron beam, and thus in each hologram the interference fringes are displaced ( phase-shifted) while the specimen position remains the same. The intensity at a certain point on a hologram will vary sinusoidally with the shift in the interference fringes. The phase and amplitude are then retrieved from the sinusoidal curve fitted to the intensity at each point.
In our technique, we acquire holograms at each specimen scan step as described by Eq. (3), and thus in each hologram the specimen is displaced, while the fringe positions remain the same, as shown in Fig. 2a . Aligning the holograms to compensate for the specimen shift in the x-y plane (hologram plane) yields a dataset equivalent to the one obtained with the phase-shifting technique. As shown below, at least one fringe spacing of a hologram is sufficient for the reconstruction; therefore, the data array is much smaller in the x than in the y direction. After the holograms are aligned in the x-y plane, the overlapped specimen area in the x-direction becomes small (see Fig. 2c ). Thus, the direct use of phaseshifting holography reconstruction technique is impractical, and a modified reconstruction procedure is proposed below.
In this procedure, we align the holograms not in the x-y plane but in the n-y plane. A series of twodimensional (2D) holograms with different specimen positions can be viewed as a 3D data cube with the dimensions ðx; y; Dx Á nÞ: Slicing this cube in the ðy; Dx Á nÞ plane at x ¼ x k extracts an interferogram as follows:
The fringe spacing m was set to be an integer and a multiple of CCD pixel size in this study. Thus x k can be expressed as x k ¼ ðm/NÞ Â k; where N is the number of divisions of one fringe spacing and k = 0, 1, 2 . . . N − 1. The specimen position differs for each slicex k , as shown in Fig. 3a . In this reconstruction procedure, we first align the interferograms in the ðy; Dx Á nÞplane by shifting them in the n-y plane rather than the x-y plane, so that the specimen position remains the same in the ðy; Dx Á nÞ plane. The same specimen points ðn; yÞ on slice x 0 and ðn 0 ; yÞ on slice x k are related as
After the slice x k is shifted by m/ðNDxÞ Â k pixels in the direction n, as indicated by the arrows in Fig. 3b , the specimen positions of these two slices overlap when viewed along the direction x. Each new shifted image 4P 0 k ðn; yÞ (the interferogram in the dotted frame in Fig. 3b ) is defined as
Contrary to the phase-shifting technique, since the electron optics is fixed, there is no initial phase term in this expression; instead, the phase difference 2pk/N appears in the x k slice. Note that since the data cube is sliced at different x k ; the carrier fringe is absent in Eq. (7). After this alignment, the reconstruction procedure is similar to that of phase-shifting holography. Multiplying by expðÀ2pik/NÞ; and summing both sides of the Eq. (7) 
Then, the phase image and amplitude image can be obtained, respectively, as
The phase and amplitude are retrieved in the n-y plane; thus, the spatial resolution in the x direction is determined either by the scan step width Dx; the CCD pixel size divided by magnification, or the microscope resolution. In the y direction, the spatial resolution is determined by the CCD pixel size or microscope resolution. As the reconstruction is possible with one fringe spacing, the above procedure can be performed with a CCD having only a few pixels in the direction x, which is the direction perpendicular to the biprism wire.
A JEOL JEM-ARM200F microscope equipped with a biprism was used for testing the proposed technique at an accelerating voltage of 200 kV. The 'STEM Diffraction Imaging' software of Gatan, Inc. was used to control the holder and acquire holograms.
Results and discussion
To give an outline of the proposed stage-scanning holography technique, Fig. 4 presents an example of observing phase distribution, where a MgO crystal (Fig. 4a ) was used as a test sample. Figure 4b shows a hologram during acquisition. The holograms from different specimen positions were acquired and saved as a 3D data cube with the size of 95 pixels × 180 pixels × 80 steps. The total acquisition time in the present experiment was 1 min 30 s including data transfer time and 1 s exposure time for each scan step. The interferogram was obtained by slicing the cube at a fixed position parallel to the biprism, as indicated by the line in Fig. 4b . The phase image can readily be obtained by Eq. (5) under phase object approximation, as shown in Fig. 4c . In this example, phase changes of 2π due to the thickness variation can be observed. Here the 3D data cube was acquired first and sliced afterwards; however, the interferogram (i.e. the phase image) can be obtained in situ using the line CCD intensities at marked positions by lining up the line intensities side by side as the scan goes on. (Although the acquisition speed is still limited by the exposure time.) This example illustrates that the phase can readily be obtained by a single scan of the specimen.
To evaluate the reconstructions of specimen structures quantitatively, we have compared our method with the conventional Fourier transformation technique. A MgO crystal (Fig. 5a ) of 15 nm in size attached to a large MgO crystal was chosen, and a 3D data cube of holograms was recorded. The scan step width and the total number of scan steps were 0.11 nm and 200, respectively. In this case, we took the scan step width equal to the CCD pixel size. The total acquisition time was 3 min 30 s, including data transfer time and 1 s exposure time for each scan step. Two holograms extracted from the 3D data cube at different specimen positions are shown in Fig. 5b and c as examples. We used a fringe spacing of 1.1 nm and 10 pixels of the CCD. Figure 5d shows the phase image obtained from the interferogram using the line intensities of the CCD, and Fig. 5e shows the phase image retrieved using the proposed reconstruction procedure. The phase changes along the x direction in the vacuum region in Fig. 5e may originate from the charge up of the MgO crystal, but it could also be an artifact which originates from a drift of the biprism, which is difficult to avoid in practice. Thus the line profiles of net phase shift along the horizontal direction indicated in Fig. 5d and e were calculated by subtracting the reference profiles, taken across vacuum regions (lines d2 and e2), from the profiles crossing the specimen (lines d1 and e1, respectively). The resulting profiles are shown in Fig. 6 . Phase shifts were also measured by a conventional Fourier transformation method with the same fringe spacing of 1.1 nm. The hologram and reconstructed phase image are shown in Fig. 7 . The profile of phase shift across the MgO crystal indicated in Fig. 7b is also added in Fig. 6 (the dash-dotted line).
By analyzing the profiles in Fig. 6 , the phase shifts between the uniform thickness area of the specimen and vacuum were calculated as 0.57, 1.54 and 1.57 radians from the interferogram by slicing line intensities (dotted line), reconstruction procedure with the fringe spacing of 1.1 nm (solid line) and conventional holography (dash-dotted line) with the fringe spacing of 1.1 nm, respectively. While the latter two values are almost the same, the first value obtained from the interferogram is smaller. This may be because Eq. (4) assumes the specimen amplitude w 0 ðÀnDx; yÞ ¼ 1; which is valid only for the phase object. This approximation does not hold for crystalline MgO, for which the non-zero cosine term in Eq. (4) results in underestimation of the phase. The phase values and profiles obtained by the reconstructions coincide well, demonstrating the validity of this method.
We have claimed that, in the proposed technique, the spatial resolution is not limited by the fringe spacing. That means holograms with coarse fringes can be reconstructed. As is known, in conventional electron holography, after the hologram is Fourier transformed, its selected sideband is inversely Fourier transformed. To avoid any overlap of the Fourier transformation spectra, the distance between the sideband and the center band 1/m controlled by the fringe spacing m has to be sufficiently large. Thus, the larger is m, the smaller sideband size should be selected. In the present technique, the phase and amplitude reconstruction is performed in real space, thus the resolution should be irrelevant to the fringe spacing used, as in the phase shifting technique [6, 13] , avoiding the need for fine hologram fringes. To demonstrate this point, we recorded another 3D data cube using the same MgO crystal and the same scanning step as in Fig. 5 , but with a wider fringe spacing (2.2 nm and 20 CCD pixels). The extracted holograms and the phase image from the reconstruction procedure are shown in Fig. 8 . The fringe spacing used for reconstruction is indicated between the two short lines in Fig. 8a . The line profile of the net phase shift along horizontal direction (indicated in Fig. 8c ) were calculated by subtracting the reference profiles taken across the vacuum (line c2) from the profiles taken across the specimen (line c1). The resultant profile is also plotted in Fig. 6 , which corresponds well with the ones obtained from the reconstruction procedure with the fringe spacing of 1.1 nm and the conventional Fourier transformation method with the fringe spacing of 1.1 nm. This demonstrates that the Fig. 6 Line profiles of the measured net phase shift across the MgO crystal using the interferogram by slicing line intensities, reconstruction procedure with the fringe spacing m = 1.1 nm, and the conventional holography with the fringe spacing m = 1.1 nm. The net phase shift was measured along the horizontal (d1, e1) direction indicated in Fig. 5d and e. The dashed profile is the net phase shifts calculated by the reconstruction procedure with the fringe spacing m = 2.2 nm along the horizontal direction (c1) in Fig. 8c . technique can deal well with holograms with coarse fringes.
As shown above, the spatial resolution of images reconstructed with our technique depends not on the fringe spacing but on the scan step, the CCD pixel size divided by magnification and the microscope resolution. Also, in the Fourier transformation method, if the specimen has some edges or large phase variations, then its Fourier spectrum will extend widely not only in the side bands but also in the center band. There is no band filter that could perfectly separate the side band from the center band; therefore, the reconstructed image will contain errors originating from the mixing of the diffraction components [10] . The proposed technique does not suffer from these problems. Another advantage is the potential application for in situ observations of phase distributions, as the phase can directly be extracted from an interferogram by a single scan of the specimen under phase object approximation. Currently, however, the total data acquisition time of our technique depends on the exposure time and the number of scan steps, and the total time needed in our proposed experiments was actually longer than that in the conventional technique due to the long exposure time for each scan step. Therefore, reducing the exposure time but achieving an available signal-to-noise ratio of holograms should be an important research topic in the future.
As we discussed above, the drift in the biprism appears as phase change and it is difficult to avoid or distinguish from the field of the specimen or stray fields that come from several different origins. In the case of the stray fields which move along the specimen motion, for example, the electric charge in the specimen, this field affects the phase measurement but this effect is the same as those in the other holography methods. The change of the field due to the relative distance changes between the moving parts of the stage and other fixed parts may causes the artifact which is the type of artifact that unique to the current method. The leakage of the electric field applied across the piezo actuator may also be an origin. In the current experiment, we did not observe any prominent indication of those types of artifact, and we believe that those effects are reasonably small. In other types of stray fields which are not changed with the specimen motion, for example, residual magnetic field from the objective lens, this field does not affect the phase measurement in our reconstruction technique because we use only the difference from the field at the initial specimen position.
Several factors should be considered when recording holograms. Since our technique is based on moving the specimen stage to record a series of holograms, special attention should be paid to the drift of the stage perpendicular to the scanning direction. Such drift will hinder alignment of sliced images, resulting in an elongated specimen shape and introducing phase errors. Another experimental factor is biprism drift, which results in intensity shifts and phase shift as mentioned above. This effect can be reduced by stabilizing the prism and by subtracting the background using the vacuum area, provided the electric or magnetic field gradients can be neglected.
Conclusions
We presented an electron holography technique, in which an interferogram can be obtained using line . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . intensities in holograms acquired at different specimen positions. The resultant interferogram corresponds to the object phase under phase object approximation. This technique yields the phase distribution without the use of Fourier transformation, and therefore the spatial resolution can be determined independently of the fringe spacing in the holograms. Even for a non-phase object, a procedure similar to the phase-shifting technique allows to reconstruct the phase. Experimental results for MgO crystals demonstrated the practicability and reliability of this technique.
